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ONLINE ASYNCHRONOUS DISTRIBUTED REGRESSION

By Gérard Biau and Ryad Zenine

Sorbonne Université, CNRS, LPSM, Paris, France
Distributed computing offers a high degree of flexibility to accom-

modate modem learning constraints and the ever increasing size of
datasets involved in massive data issues. Drawing inspiration from the
theory of distributed computation models developed in the context of
gradient-type optimization algorithms, we présent a consensus-based
asynchronous distributed approach for nonparametric online regres-
sion and analyze some of its asymptotic properties. Substantial nu-
merical evidence involving up to 28 parallel processors is provided on

synthetic datasets to assess the excellent performance of our method,
both in terms of computation time and prédiction accuracy.

1. Introduction. Parallel and distributed computation is currently an
area of intense research activity, motivated by a variety of factors. Examples
of such factors include, but are not restricted to:

(i) Massive data challenges, where the sample size is too large to fit into a
single computer or to operate with standard computing resources (see,
e.g., the discussion in Jordan, 2013);

(ii) An increasing necessity of robustness and fault tolérance, that enables
a System to continue operating properly in the event of a failure;

(ni) Advent of sensor, wireless and peer-to-peer networks, which obtain
information on the State of the environment and must process it co-

operatively.

Moreover, in a growing number of distributed organizations, data are ac-
quired sequentially and must be efficiently processed in real-time, thus avoid-
ing batch requests or communication with a fusion center. In this sequential
context, a promising way is to deal with decentralized distributed Systems,
in which a communication to a central processing unit is unnecessary. Yet,
designing and analyzing such distributed online learning algorithms that can
quickly and efficiently process large amounts of data poses several mathe-
matical and computational challenges and, as such, is one of the exciting
questions asked to the statistics and machine learning fields.

MSC 2010 subject classifications: Primary 62G08, 62G20; secondary 68W15
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In the présent paper, we elaborate on the theory of distributed and asyn-
chronous computation models developed in the context of deterministic and
stochastic gradient-type optimization algorithms by Tsitsiklis et al. (1986),
Bertsekas and Tsitsiklis (1997), and Blondel et al. (2005). Equipped with this
theory, we présent a consensus-based asynchronous distributed approach for
nonparametric online régression and analyze soine of its asymptotic proper-
ties. In the model that we consider, there is a number of computing entities
(also called processors, agents, or workers hereafter) which perform online
régression estimation by regularly updating an estimate stored in their inem-

ory. In the meanwhile, they exchange messages, thus informing each other
about the results of their latest computations. Processors which receive mes-

sages use them to update directly the value in their memory by forming a
convex combination. Weak assumptions are made about the frequency and
relative timing of computations or message transmissions by the agents.

The general framework is that of nonparametric régression estimation, in
which an input random vector X G (Rd, || • ||) is considered, and the goal is
to predict the intégrable random response Y G M by assessing the regres-
sion function r(x) = E[T|X = x]. In the classical, offline setup (see, e.g.,
Gyorfi et al., 2002), one is given a batch sample T*t — (Xi, Yi),..., (X*, Yt)
of i.i.d. random variables, distributed as (and independent of) the prototype
pair (X, Y). The objective, then, is to use the entire dataset T>t to construct
an estimate ry : —» K. of the régression function r. However, in many
contemporary learning tasks, data arrive sequentially, and possibly asyn-

chronously. In such cases, estimation has to be carried out online, by pro-
cessing each observation one at a time and updating recursively the estimate
step by step. Extending ideas from stochastic approximation (Robbins and
Monro, 1951; Kiefer and Wolfowitz, 1952), Révész (1973, 1977) introduced
a kernel-type online estimate of r and demonstrated some of its appealing
properties.

In a word, our architecture parallelizes several executions of Révész’s
method concurrently on a set {1 ,...,M} of processors that try to reach
agreement on the estimation of r(x) by asynchronously exchanging tentative
values and fusing them via convex combinations. The data are sequentially
allocated to the memories of these machines, so that agent i sequentially
receives the i.i.d. sequence (Xj, Yj*), (Xz2, Y<j),..., (X|, Y/), (X^, Yt*+1),...,and use them to compute its estimate r|(x) of r(x). In addition, at time
t > 1, any agent j in the network may transmit its current estimate r^(x)
to some (possibly ail or none) of the other processors. If a message from
processor j is received by processor i (i ^ j) at time t, let r\3 be the time
that this message was sent. Therefore, the content of such a message is pre-
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cisely rfo (x), which is simpler denoted by rJ(x,rt?J). Thus, omitting details
for the moment, the estimated value held by agent i is updated according
to the équation

f ri(x) = Yi
l rj+1(x) = Ejii Tlt3) + 4 for t > 1,

where the coefficients cq-7 are (deterministic) nonnegative real numbers sat-
isfying the constraint Ej=i °>t = T The term = slÇX.lt+1, Y^+1, r|(x)),
which will be made précisé later, is a local Révész-type computation step,
to be used in evaluating the new estimate r\+i(x). The model can be inter-
preted as follows: At any time t, processor i receives messages from other
processors containing the rJ(x,rtZJ)’s ; it incorporâtes this information by
forming a convex combination and adding the scalar s\ resulting from its
own local computations. The time instants {TtJ)t>i are deterministic but un-
known and the families (cLt)t>i define the weights of convex combinations.

Under weak assumptions on the network architecture and the communi-
cation delays, we establish in Theorem 3.1 that our distributed algorithm
guarantees asymptotic consensus, in the sense that, for ail i G {1,..., M},

E — r (x)|2/i(dx) —¥ 0 as t —* oo,

where /i is the distribution of X and Y is assumed to be bounded. From a
practical point of view, an important feature of the presented procedure is
its ability to process, for a given time span, much more data than a single
processor execution. A similar architecture has been used successfully in the
context of vector quantization by Patra (2011). It has also some proximity
with the so-called gossip algorithms (see, e.g., Boyd et al., 2006; Bianchi
et al., 201 la,b, 2013). However, the primary benefit of our strategy is that
it is asynchronous, which means that local processes do not hâve to wait at
preset points for messages to become available. This allows some processors
to compute faster and execute more itérations than others—a major speed
advantage over synchronous executions in networks where communication
delays can be substantial and unpredictable. In fact, message passing and
asynchronism offer a high degree of flexibility and would make it easier to
include tolérance to System failures and uncertainty. Let us finally stress
that, by its online nature, the algorithm is also able to manage time-varying
data loads. Online approaches avoid costly and non-scalable batch requests
on the whole dataset, and offers the opportunity to incorporate new data
while the algorithm is already running.
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The paper is organized as follows. We présent our asynchronous dis-
tributed régression estimation strategy in Section 2, and prove its conver-

gence in Section 3. Section 4 is devoted to numerical experiments and sim-
ulated tests which illustrate the performance of the approach. For ease of
exposition, proofs are collected in Section 5.

2. A model for distributed régression. Let be a se-

quence of i.i.d. random variables, distributed as (and independent of) the
generic pair (X, y). Assume that E|T| < oo and let r(x) = E[y|X = x]
be the régression function of Y on X. In its more general form, Révész’s
recursive estimate of r(x) (Révész, 1973, 1977) takes the form

\ ri+i(x) — rt(x) (1 ~ e<+iATt+i(x, Xt+i)) + £t+iYt+iKt+i(?L, Xt+i) for t > 1,

where (Kt(-, -))t> î is a sequence of measurable, symmetric and nonnegative-
valued functions on x M.d, and (et)t> 1 are positive real parameters (by
convention, Ki(-, •) = 1 and E\ = 1). A major computational advantage of
this définition is that the (t + l)-th estimate rt+i(x) can be evaluated on
the basis of the (t + l)-th observation (Xi+i,Ti+i) and from the t-th esti-
mate 7y(x) only, without remembering the previous éléments of the sample.
It should also be noted that rt+i(x) is obtained as a linear combination
of the estimâtes r*(x) and Yt+1, with weights 1 — £t+iKt+i(x., Xt+i) and
£t+i/ft+i(x,Xt+i), respectively. In a more compact form, we write

n (x) - Yi
n+i(x) = rt(x)-£t+iH (Zt+un(x)) for t > 1,

where Z t = ÇXt,Yt) and, by définition,

H{Zt+1,rt(x)) = rt(x)Kt+i(x,Xt+1) - Yt+1Kt+1(x, Xt+i).

We note that time starts at 1, and that the data acquired at time t is Zt+i
along with an updated estimate equal to r^+i(x).

Various choices are possible for the function Kt, each leading to a different
type of estimate. Letting for example

where K : -> K+ is a symmetric kernel and (ht)t>î a sequence of positive
smoothing parameters, results in the recursive kernel estimate, originally
studied by Révész. However, other options are possible for Kt, giving rise to
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diverse procedures such as the recursive partitioning, sériés and binary tree
estimâtes. Asymptotic properties of Révész-type recursive estimâtes hâve
been established for diverse choices of Kt by Gyôrfi (1981), Gyorfi and Walk
(1996, 1997), Walk (2001), and Mokkadem and Pelletier (2016), just to cite
a few examples (see also Gyorfi et al., 2002, Chapter 25).

Returning to our distributed model, consider now a set {1 ,...,M} of
computing entities that participate in the estimation of r(x). In this con-
struction, the data are spread over the agents, so that processor i sequentially
receives the i.i.d. sequence (X|, YJ), (X|, Y2Z),..., (XJ, Y/), (X£+1, Y/+1),...,
distributed as the prototype pair (X, Y). Processor i is initialized with
r\(x) — Y{. At time t > 1, it receives measurement (X£+1,Y^+i) and may
calculate the new estimate rlt+1(x) by executing a local Révész-type step.
Moreover, besides its own measurements and computations, each agent may
also receive messages from other processors and combine this information
with its own conclusions. The computation/combining process is assumed
to be as follows:

f ri(x) — ^7
t rj+1(x) = a/rJ(x, rt3) + s\ for t > 1,

where the at3’s are nonnegative real coefficients satisfying the constraint
J2jLi = G for ail i G {1,..., M} and ail t > 1. As in the introduction,
the notation Y (x, Ty7) stands for r~Y(x). This is the value received at time

P
t by agent i from agent j, which is thus not necessarily the most recent one.
Naturally, it is assumed that the deterministic time instants i satisfy
1 < t\3 < t: The différence t — r\3 represents communication and possibly
other types of delay, such as latency and bandwidth fmiteness. As for the
term s\, it is a Révész-type computation step, which takes the form:

-£l+1ff(z*+1,r*(x)) if ter>
0 otherwise.

In this définition, the set T1 contains ail time instants where processor i
updates its current estimate by performing an effective estimation (accord-
ingly, processor i is called computing). Since the combining coefficients a3
dépend on t, the network communication topology is sometimes referred to
as time-varying.

Noteworthy, the sequences (r7t3)t>i need not to be known in advance by
any agent. In fact, their knowledge is not required to execute itérations.
Thus, there is no need to dispose of a shared global clock or synchronized
local docks at the processors. The time variable t we refer to corresponds to

!
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an itération counter that is needed only for analysis purposes. In particular,
the computing operations may not take the same time for ail processors,
which is a major advantage of asynchronous algorithms.

Remark 2.1. Of course, whenever t ^ T{, (i.e., the agent i is not com-

puting), the data (X£+1, Yf+1) is not lost, so that we may equivalently assume
that each processor receives in fact the i.i.d. sequence (X.lt+1,Yf+1), t G T).
However, to keep the notation cohérent, it is assumed throughout that each
agent receives the complété sequence (Xj, Y(),..., (X£+1, Yf+l),..., starting
with the estimate rj(x) = Y{. In practice, any data pair that may arrive
during the aggregation phase (i.e., t G Ti) should be stored and processed at
the next local Révész’s step.

3. Assumptions and main results. We establish in this section that
the architecture (2.1) guarantees L2 asymptotic consensus, i.e., for ail i G

E 1^ /i(dx) as t —>• 00,

where ^ is the distribution of X and Y is assumed to be bounded. However,
this powerful resuit cornes at the price of assumptions on the transmission
network, which essentially demand that the time between consecutive com-
munications of processors plus communication delays are not too large.

We start with some basic requirements on the sequences of coefficients
{a\J)t> 1 and the communication delays {jltJ)t> 1, which are adapted from
Blondel et al. (2005).

Assumption 1 (Convex combinations). There exists a constant a G
(0,1) such that:

(a) at* = for * £ {1,..., M} and t > 1.
(b) af > a, for ail i G {1,... ,M} and t > 1.
(c) aff G {0} U [a, 1], for ail (i,j) G {1,..., M}2 and t > 1.

Assumption l(a) means that the combination operated by agent i at time
t is a weighted average of its own value and the values that it has just re-
ceived from other agents. Parts (b) and (c) avoid degenerate situations and
guarantee that messages hâve a lasting effect on the States of computation
of their récipients. Various spécial cases of interest are discussed in Blondel
et al. (2005). For example, in the so-called equal neighbor model, one has

aij = l 1/tm if j e N}1 1 0 otherwise,
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where

N't = {je{
is the set of agents whose value is taken into account by processor i at time
t (the symbol JJ stands for cardinality). Note that here the constant a of
Assumption l(b) is equal to 1/M.

Assumption 2 (Bounded communication delays).
(a) One has a/ = 1 [i=j], for ail (i:j) G {1,..., M}2 and t G T1.
(b) If a\3 = 0, then t.,lt3 — t, for ail (i,j) G {1,..., M}2 and t > 1.
(c) One has t™ — t, for ail i G {1,..., M} and t > 1.
(d) There exists some constant B i > 0 such that t — B\ < t\3 < t, for ail

(i, j) G {1,, M}2 and t > 1.

Assumption 2(a) means that no combining operation is performed by
processor i while a Révész-type computation is effectively performed. This
requirement is not particularly restrictive and makes sense for practical im-
plementations. Assumption 2(b) is just a convention: When a\3 — 0, the
value of r\3 has no effect on the update. Assumption 2(c) is quite natural,
since an agent generally has access to its own most recent value. Finally, As-
sumption 2(d) requires the communication delays t — t/3 to be bounded by
some constant B\. In particular, this assumption prevents a processor from
taking into account some arbitrarily old values computed by other agents.

Dénoté by Ad = {1 the set of processors. The communication
patterns at each time step, sometimes referred to as the network commu-
nication topology, can be described in terms of a directed graph (M.,Et),
with vertices Ad and edges Et describing links, where (j, i) G Et if and
only if «F > o- A minimal assumption, which is necessary for consensus to
be reached, entails that following an arbitrary time t, and for any pair of
agents (i, j), there is a sequence of communications through which agent i
will influence (directly or indirectly) the future value held by agent j.

Assumption 3 (Graph connectivity). The graph (M.,Us>tEs) is stron-
gly connected (i.eevery vertex is reachable from every other vertex) for ail
t > 1.

We also require Assumption 4 below, which compléments Assumption 3
by demanding that there is a finite upper bound on the length of communi-
cating paths.

Assumption 4 (Bounded intercommunication intervals). There is some
constant B2 > 0 such that if agent i communicates to j an infinité number
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of times (that is, if (i,j) G Et infinitely often), then, for ail t > 1, (i,j) G
EtUEf+1U---UEt+B2-

Our last assumption is of a more technical nature. Part (a) requires that,
at any time, there is at least one processor i satisfying s\ ^ 0. Thus, there are
no time instants where ail processors are idle. Part (b) is mainly to simplify
the présentation and could easily be refined. Notice that this latter require-
ment does not necessarily imply that each processor has knowledge of t, i.e.,
access to a global clock. Assuming that the time span between consecutive
updates is bounded, it is for example satisfied by taking e\ proportional to
n\ = Jj{T1 fl {1,... , f})—that is, the number of times that processor i has
performed a computation up to time t.

Assumption 5 (Idle processors and learning rate).
(a) For ail t > 1, one has YljLi 1 [teTi] > 1*
(b) There exist two constants Ci > 0 and C2 > 0 such that, for ail i G

{1,..., M} and ail t > 1,

We are now in a position to state our main resuit.

Theorem 3.1. Assume that Assumptions 1-5 are satisfied. Assume that
there exist a sequence (ht)t> 1 of positive real numbers and a nonnegative,
nonincreasing function L on [0, 00) such that ht —» 0 (as t —>• 00), rdL(r) —y
0 (as r —> 00) and, for ail x, z G ~Rd and ail t > 2,

Assume, in addition, that Y is bounded, that

sup z) < 1 for ail i G {1,..., M},
t,x,z

and that

lim inf
t-^-oo

Kt(x, z)/i(dz) > 0 at p-almost ail x G

Then, provided {thd)t> 1 is nondecreasing and Y^t> 1 t2h2d < one ^as’ for'£>1 t2h?d
ail i G {1,... ,M},

E
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Remark 3.1. To avoid ambiguity, it is assumed by convention that
Ki(-, •) = 1 and hf < L(0).

A few comments are in order. We note that apart the boundedness as-

sumption on Y, this convergence is universal, in the sense that it is true for
ail distributions of (K, Y). Moreover, the requirements on the function Kt
are mild and typically satisfied for the kernel-type choice

= pl[||x-z||/ht<l]
(naive kernel—see, e.g., Gyôrfi and Walk, 1997), or for the choice

Kf(x,z) -
J_ e-Hx-zll2/ht
ht

(Gaussian kernel—see, e.g., Stein, 1970) as soon as the distribution of X has
a density. In fact, the main message of Theorem 3.1 is that the distributed
and asynchronous procedure (2.1) retains the nice consistency properties of
its centralized counterpart (Gyôrfi et al., 2002), while allowing to handle a
much larger volume of data in a reasonable time. This important feature is
illustrated in the next section, where a Smart implémentation of the method
with 28 agents allows to reduce the processing of n = 106 observations from
more than 10 hours to less than 30 minutes. Section 4 will also reveal that
distributing the calculations has no dramatic effect in terms of estimation ac-
curacy. Indeed, numerical evidence shows that the collaboration mechanism
does not dégradé the convergence rate of a single processor execution—this
is a nice feature, especially in situations where the distributed architecture
is imposed by physical or geographical constraint.

4. Implémentation and numerical studies. This section is devoted
to the practical analysis and performance assessment of our consensus-based
asynchronous distributed régression solution. To this aim, we wrote a soft-
ware in Go, an open source native concurrent programming language devel-
oped at Google Inc. We exclusively relied on the standard library shipped by
the language, thus avoiding any external dependency. The code is available
at the url http://github.com/ryadzenine/dolphin. We stress that our
goal with this software is not to deliver a turnkey solution for distributed
computing, but rather to illustrate/simulate some of the essential features
and issues encountered in the analysis of distributed Systems.

We start by introducing the software general architecture and the algo-
rithms we used. Next, we describe the experiments that were carried out
and discuss the numerical results.
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4.1. Software architecture. The implémentation of the procedure carries
some challenges. To begin with, for the method to scale, one needs to rnanage
the communication overhead. More precisely, if too many messages are ex-

changed during the execution of the procedure, the available network band-
width will quickly be consumed. If this happens, the number of agents (more
appropriately called workers in this section) M that the procedure can ef-
fectively run in parallel will be limited, which is clearly not the desired
objective. Thus, some care needs to be taken when choosing the shape of
the graph (A4, Us>tEs). Moreover, the asynchronous nature of the model
must be preserved, which forbids the use of any synchronization mechanism
in the implémentation. In particular, the general software design and the un-

derlying algorithms must ensure that concurrent writes—in a single memory

space—do not happen.
As illustrated in Figure 1, our software is built on top of several workers

and a messaging System. In this architecture, each worker is a software
component that handles the numerical computations, while the messaging
System is a distributed component that allows the workers to communicate.
The messaging System is composed of several queues, where each queue keeps
track of the estimate values of ail workers (possibly outdated). In our setup,
each queue serves two twin workers by giving them the ability to either
broadcast their local estimate value or get values from the other workers. In
addition, the queues are connected in a so-called ring topology to form the
messaging System. In this cyclic organization, each queue is only connected
to two other queues of the System: It sends data to one of them and receives
information from the other, in the direction of the arrow.

The algorithm of a given worker component is easy. The worker just lis-
tens on a channel for new data to arrive, perforais an itération (2.1), and
then immediately broadcast his updated estimate value to the other work-
ers through its serving queue. Besides, when the worker needs to perforai an

averaging step, it just asks its serving queue for the latest known estimate
values of ail the other workers, and then average only those values that were
not used before. It should be noted that one worker and its twin perforai
itérations at the same rate, so that the averaging step of a given worker
always involve at least the value transmitted by its twin to the queue. In
turn, this averaging mechanism defines the families (a\J)t>\ of weights.

Let us now describe the way queues perform and communicate. A given
queue, say Q, keeps in its memory the values of ail the workers, possi-
bly outdated (in our implémentation, this is achieved by using a so-called
associative container, or hash-map). The queue Q constantly listens for a

message arriving from the preceding queue in the ring, and updates its local
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Fig 1. Software architecture

memory once such a message is received. When this happens, Q immediately
sends its content to the next queue in the ring, and so on. In parallel, Q
listens to its twin workers and instantly updates the corresponding values
each time these workers send information. At the software startup, the dis-
tributed messaging System is initialized by choosing one queue at random.
This queue then sends its local memory content to the next queue in the
ring, and the process starts.

Thus, in this decentralized architecture, the workers perforai at their own
paces, independently of one another, and asynchronously exchange informa-
tion via the messaging System. The implémentation vérifiés Assumptions 1
to 4. More precisely, the graph (A4, Us>fi?s) is strongly connected as re-
quired by Assumption 2, and the constant £>2 of Assumption 4 is guaran-
teed to be finite. Note however that B2 cannot be set by hand. In fact, it
dépends on the performance of the underlying physical network. In addi-
tion, the initialization policy of the distributed messaging System gives us
the guarantee that, at any time t, only two queues of the messaging System
are communicating. As a conséquence, only one queue is partially updating
its associative container. Therefore, concurrent writes never happen in the
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distributed messaging System.
The software was benchmarked on a computer with 16 Intel® Xeon E5-

4620 (2.2 GHz) processors, with four cores each. The computer is also
equipped of 256 GB of RAM. Noteworthy, each worker and each queue
where launched on their own thread of execution.

4.2. Numerical results. We had to fix some parameters of the estimate
(2.1) to carry out the numerical expérimentations. To begin with, we con-
sider a constant r (which we call the métronome) whose aim is to regulate
the behavior of the workers. More precisely, every worker does an averaging
step for each r — 1 computation steps. Precisely, for a worker i G {1,..., M},
the set T1 containing the time instants where the worker performs a compu-
tation is just defined as the complementary set of {k G N* : k = i (mod r)}.

As for the estimate itself, we used a Gaussian kernel, of the form

Kt(x, z) = ie-IMW, x.z e Rd,

where || • || is the Euclidean norm. The smoothing parameter ht was set to
d_

t d+4 (this choice is in line with the results of Mokkadem and Pelletier, 2016,
in dimension d = 1). Finally, we let the constants C\ and C2 of Assumption
3 be equal to 1. We realize that other, eventually data-dependent, parameter
choices are possible. However, our goal in this section is more to highlight
the scaling capabilities of the algorithm (that is, its ability to deal with a

large amount of data) rather than assessing its statistical performance.
The procedure was benchmarked on three synthetic datasets generated

by the following models (we set X = (Xi ,...,X^) and let N(fi, cr2) be a
Gaussian random variable with mean /i and variance a2):

Model 1: d = 2, Y = X\ + exp(-X22).
Model 2: d = 4, Y = XiX2 + X\ - X4 + J\f(0, 0.05).
Model 3: d = 4, Y = lpfi>o] + 1[X4-X2>1+X3] + ^2 + exP(~^f)

+ A/"(0,0.05).

In order to keep Y bounded, ail values of |T| above 1 were discarded. For
each model, two designs were considered: Uniform over (0, l)d and Gaussian
with mean 0 and covariance matrix E with Eij = In addition, the
benchmarks were carried out with a number of workers M ranging from
1 to 28. Since a typical workstation has between 4 and 8 processors, it
should be noted that these experimental values of M cover a wide range of
practical cases. In order to assess the impact of the averaging step, two values
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were tested for the métronome: r= 2 (high frequency message passing) and
r = M2 (low frequency message passing).

Each simulated dataset contains 106 observations and is split into M
training sets Ai, i £ {1,,M}, and a test set T- The test set contains 20%
of the data and the remaining examples are uniformly distributed between
the training sets Ai- For every pair (x.,y) in T, and for every worker i,
we train the estimate rz(x) on the data sequentially acquired from Ai, and
finally evaluate the L2 error of i via the formula

ERRi= ]T (ÿ-r!(x))2.
(x,y)eT

For each experiment and each i, ERR* was measured every 5 seconds by
stopping the corresponding worker, which was then immediately resumed.

Figure 2 shows the computing time with different values of M and r for
Model 1 and the uniform design. This figure also contains a bar labeled
“Optimal which corresponds to the time a parallelized procedure with no
communication overhead would take to process the entire dataset. It is de-
fined as the time the estimate with one single worker takes to process the
entire dataset divided by the number of workers.

Fig 2. Relative computing times (Model 1, uniform design)

Workers

■ Optimal
■ i = 2

T = M2

We notice that the computing time significantly decreases when more
workers are available. In fact, the procedure can shrink the computing time
by an order of magnitude, passing from 10:30 hours of calculation with 1
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processor to less than 30 minutes with 28 workers! We also see that the
iecrease of computing time is close to the best one could get by adding
more computing power when M is small. However, this is no more true
when M gets larger, because of the overhead introduced by the averaging
step, which grows linearly with M. Finally, we also observe the low impact
if the different values of r on the final computing time. This set of remarks
ilso holds for Model 2, Model 3, and the Gaussian design (not shown).
This is cohérent, silice the model choice lias in fact no impact on the scaling
properties of the algorithme

Figure 3 depicts a typical temporal évolution of the empirical L2 error

)averaged over ail workers) for Model 1 and the uniform design (tire saine
patterns are observed for the otlier models).

Fig 3. A typical évolution of the empirical error (Model 1, uniform design)
0.00060
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0 200 0 400 0 6000 B000 10000 12000 14000 16000 18000
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♦ ♦ 28 workers

As predicted by the tlieory, consensus and convergence happeii for every
calue of M. Figures 4-6 show with more details the relative effects of our

model when compared to a basic Révész-type estimate (obtained by taking
M — 1). Denoting by ERR the empirical error of this basic online estimate
nid by ERRi,..., erRm the respective errors of the M workers of the asyn-
ihronous distributed solution, we computed every 5 seconds the quantity

RELATIVE GAIN =

1 \—> M
ERR ~ jf J2l=i ERR,

ERR

small négative value of the relative gain nieans that the distributed
model perforais alinost as well as the non-distributed one in terms of esti-
nation accuracy.) The main message here is that our distributed procedure
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does not seem to deteriorate the Révész-type estimate (M = 1) convergence
rate—the dégradation is typically negligible, of the order of 2% with some
peaks around 5% in Model 1.

Fig 4. relative gain (Model 1, uniform design)

Model 1 Uniform, t = 2 Model 1 Uniform, t = M2

Fig 5. relative gain (Model 2, Gaussian design)

Model 2 Gaussian, T = 2 Model 2 Gaussian, t = M2

Fig 6. relative gain (Model 3, Gaussian design)

Model 3 Gaussian, t = 2 Model 3 Gaussian, t = M2

— 4 workers
° ° 8 workers
▼ ▼ 12 workers
4 a 16 workers
♦ ♦ 20 workers
♦ ♦ 28 workers
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5. Proof of Theorem 3.1.

5.1. Some preliminary results. Procedure (2.1) falls in the general model
for distributed and asynchronous computation presented by Tsitsiklis et al.
(1986), and analyzed by these authors in the context of deterministic and
stochastic gradient-type algorithms (see also Tsitsiklis, 1984; Bertsekas and
Tsitsiklis, 1997). This model has the following format:

M

(5.1) z\+l — ^ afi z3(r)3) + s\, for alH 6 {1,..., M} and ail t > 1,
j=i

where the value z\ is held by agent i at time t, starting with some initial z\
(as before, we let z3(r)3) = z3i3). The term s\ is a general computation step,

rt
whose form is not specified in this subsection.

Equation (5.1), which defines the structure of the algorithm, is a linear
System driven by the steps (4)t> i- In the spécial case where communication
delays are zéro, we hâve ri3 = t, and (5.1) becomes a linear System with state
vector (zl,, z1)1). In general, however, the presence of communication de-
lays nécessitâtes a more involved analysis. Exploiting linearity, it is easy to
conclude that, for each t > 1, there exist scalars 4>î3(t, 0),..., 4>l3(t, t — 1)
such that

M t-1 M

(5.2) z\ = + ^5Z0‘j(*,t)4.
j=1 r—1 j=1

The coefficients {(f>13(t,r))t>ip<T<t-i do not dépend upon the values taken
by the computation terms s\. They are determined by the sequence of trans-
mission and réception times and the combining coefficients. Consequently,
they are unknown, in general. Nevertheless, they hâve the following quali-
tative properties:

Lemma 5.1 (Tsitsiklis et al., 1986). Let the arrays (4>l3(t, r))t>i,o<T<t-i
be defîned as in (5.2). Then:

1. If Assumption 1 is satisfied, then one has 4>13 (t, t) > 0 and 0 <
Xq=i 0U(^ r) ^ 1; for (hj) € {1,..., M}2 and ail 0 < r < t — 1.

2. Assume that Assumptions 1-4 are satisfied. Then the following state-
ments are true:

(a) For ail (i,j) G {1 ,...,M}2 and ail r > 0, the limit of 4>l3{t, r)
as t tends to infinity exists. This limit is independent of i and is
denoted by fi3T.
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(b) There exists a constant rj > 0 such that (fi > g, for ail j G
{1,..., M} and ail r > 0.

(c) There exists a constant A > 0 and p G (0,1) such that, for ail
(i,j) G {1,..., M}2 and ail 0 < r < t — 1,

\4>tJ(t,r) -<fiT\< Apt~T.
Remark 5.1. It is a simple exercise to prove that 'fffLi 0) = 1,

for ail i G {1,..., M} and ail t > 1. Consequently, letting t —)• oo, we see
that ^2jLi 0o = 1- for ail r > 0, 0 < 0r < 1.

The pioneering ideas of Tsitsiklis et al. (1986) hâve been further explored
by Blondel et al. (2005) in the simplifîed context of a so-called agreement
algorithm of the form

M

(5.3) z\+1 = ^ af (fi3), for ail i G {1,..., M} and alH > 1.
3=1

The following resuit expresses the fact that Assumptions 1-4 are sufficient
for the agents of model (5.3) to reach an asymptotic consensus.

Theorem 5.1 (Blondel et al., 2005). Consider the agreement model(5.3), and assume that Assumptions 1-4 are satisfied. Then there exists
a consensus value z* (independent of i) such that, for ail i G {1,,M},

z\ —y z* as t —» oo.

Let us consider again the general model (5.1). Fix a time instant to > 1,
and assume that the processors stop computing after time to (that is, slt = 0
for ail t > to), but keep communicating and combining. Then équation (5.1)
takes the form

M

z\+i — a]3z3(fi3), for ail i G {1,..., M} and ail t > to-
3 =1

Thus, in that case, Theorem 5.1 shows that the itérative process asymptoti-
cally reaches a consensus value, depending upon to- Call this limiting scalar
z(Q. Thus, according to Lemma 5.1, taking the limit in t on both sides of
identity (5.2), we hâve

M t-1 M

P
Tl

T—1 j=l

for ail t > 1.(5.4)
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We note that the définition of zf does not imply any assumption on the
computation terms. Also, one easily vérifiés that the agreement sequence

(zt)t> 1 satisfies the following recursion formula:

4 = Z?=i44
zt+1 = zt + J2jii for t > 1.

The scalar z* is the value at which ail processors would asymptotically agréé
if they were to stop computing (but keep communicating and combining)
at a time t. It may be viewed as a concise global summary of the State of
computation at time t, in contrast to the z”s, which are the local States of
computation.

5.2. Proof of Theorem 3.1. The proof of Theorem 3.1 starts with the ob-
servation that the distributed architecture (2.1) under study is but a spécial
case of model (5.1), with

-£i+1ff(Zj+„r|(x)) if te T'
0 otherwise,

where we recall that Z\ — (X£, Ytl) and

ff(ZU r?(x)) = rj(x)ift+1(x,X*+1) - Yt*+1Xt+1(x, X*+1).
The set T1 contains ail time instants where processor i is effectively comput-
ing. In particular, identity (5.5) guarantees the existence of an agreement
sequence (r*(x))*>i satisfying the recursion
(5.6)

J UM = EjLM
\ r*+1(x) = rï(x)-22fLillteTj]<tf£i+iff (Zt+vrU*)) for t > 1,

where the [0, l]-valued fonctions are defined in Lemma 5.1. The limiting
sequence (r*(x))t>i plays a central rôle in the proof of Theorem 3.1.

The following lemma ensures that whenever Y is bounded, then so are
the sequences (r|(x))t>i and (r*(x))*>i.

Lemma 5.2. Assume that Assumptions 1-4 are satisjïed. Assume, in
addition, that \Y\ <7, and that

(5.7) sup £ltKt(yL, z) < 1, for ail i G {1,..., M}.
t,X,Z

Then supx€Rd |r|(x)| < 7, for ail i G {1,... ,M} and ail t > 1. Moreover,
suPxeRd lr*(x)l < 7; for ail t > 1.
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Proof OF Lemma 5.2. We know, by définition of the set T\ that s\ = 0
whenever t 0 T1. Furthermore, according to Assumption 2(a), a3 = l^-j
for t G T1. Thus,

Jrt+1(x) = rj(x) [l-4+1At+i(x,Xi+1)] H-ej+1ltV1^i+i(x,Xj+1) if t G T*
\rt+i(x) = Ejii atrJ(^TtJ) otherwise.
The first statement follows easily from the boundedness of Y and inequality
(5.7). The second claim is then an immédiate conséquence of the définition
of r*0(x) as the limit of any of the r|(x)’s if the processors stop computing
after time to. □

The main idea of the proof is to establish an équivalent of Theorem 3.1
with r* in place of r\. To this afin, we start by rewriting itération (5.6) in
the following form:

rîM =

rî+ i(x) - rf(x) - Yljt11[teTi]</>î4+iH (zt+idi(x)) + At+i(x)
for t > 1, where

M

Am(x) = J2beT^Wt+i H (zm>rt*(x)) ~ H (zJt+iyt{-x)
3=1

The crucial step is to observe that, for allt > 1,

(5.8) r* (x) = m*(x) + Aft(x),
where m£(x) obeys the recursion
(5.9)
f mî(x) =

\ ™*+i(x) = (x) - Ejlr l[teri]0*4+1^ (zt+nmî(x)) for t > 1»
and

t r ^ A/

(5.10) Mt(x) = ^ Ar(x) JJ
r=2 L t=T+l 7=1

(by convention, an empty sum is 0 and a void product is 1). In view of de-
composition (5.8), the rest of the proof is naturally divided into two steps:
Firstly we establish L2 consistency of the intermediary estimate m*(x) to-
wards r(x) (Proposition 5.1), and secondly we show that the reminder terni
Mt(x) tends to zéro in L2 (Proposition 5.2).
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An easy induction reveals that the intermediary estimate m*(x) is

M t

<w = EE^w4
i= 1 t—1

where, for any processor i G {1 any time instant t > 1, and ail
1 < t < t,

wU*)
t M

= 1(T—ier<|4-i4*r(x, Xt) J] I1 - E1 [t-ieT>]4-i4Kdx, X|))
t=T+1 j= l

(by convention, ljoer*] = 1, s\ = 1, and ATi(-, •) = 1). The weights W£r(x)
are nonnegative random variables which do not dépend upon the values
of the Y^’s. Moreover, it is easy to check that they satisfy the normalizing
condition

M t

EE^,t(x) = i.
î=1 r=l

(Recall that 00 = 1 an(l 0 A Y^jLi 4>t < 1 for r > 0 ; see Remark 5.1.)
Thus, the good news is that the estimate ra*(x) is but a spécial form of a
locally weighted average estimate (see, e.g., Gyôrfi et al., 2002, Chapter 2).
According to Stone’s theorem (Stone, 1977, and Chapter 4 in Gyôrfi et al.,
2002), L2 consistency of ra*(x) holds if the following three conditions are
satisfied:

(i) There is a constant c such that, for every nonnegative Borel measurable
function / : Rd —y M. satisfying E/(X) < oo,

E

M t

EIE^rCXJ/fX*)
A—1 T—1

< cE/(X), for ail t > 1.

(ii) For ail a > 0,

E

M t

EE^(x)i[ix.-x ||>a]
i= 1 r=l

—^ 0 as t —y oo.

(m) One has
r M t

E EEM'
Z= 1 T=1

—y 0 as t —y oo.
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Proposition 5.1. Assume that there exist a sequence {ht)t> 1 of positive
real numbers and a nonnegative, nonincreasing function L on [0, oc) such
that ht -ï 0 (as t ^ oc), rdL(r) -+ 0 (as r —ï oo) and, for ail x, z G M.d and
ail t > 2,

(5.11) h?Kt(x, z) < L ^
Assume, in addition, that

sup e\Kt(x., z) < 1 for ail i G {1,..., M},
i,x,z

and that

(5.12) liminf / 7G(x, z)/x(dz) > 0 at /i-almost ail x G M

Then, provided thd -* oo, one das, for ail i G {1,..., M},

d

E m^(x) -r(x)|2^(dx) ^ 0 as t -ï oc.

Proof of Proposition 5.1. The arguments are adapted from the pro-
of of Theorem 25.1 in Gyôrfi et al. (2002), which offers a similar resuit for
the centralized version. We proceed by checking Stone’s conditions (i)-(m)
of consistency.

To show (i), fix / a nonnegative intégrable function on Rd, and de-
fine m£(x) by itération (5.9), with m^(x) = YljLi^ofO^i) in place of
T,jLi0oy/> and (xt+i,/(xt+1)) m place of (X^+1,T/+1). We shall prove
that

(5.13) Emt*(X) = E/(X),
which implies (i) with c = 1. To establish (5.13), dénoté by Tt the cr-algebra
generated by (Xi, il),..., (Xt, Yt). Then

E [m?+1(X)|7i]
= EK(X)|Ji]

M

+ E hïTi]44+M (f&i+i) - ™î(x)) KM{x,xi+1)\n]
3=1

= E[mt*(X)|Jl]

+ 4+1 f ( (/(x)-m^(z))Xt+i(z,x)/z(dx)ja(dz),
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where, to lighten notation a bit, we set

M

4+1 = y^2i[teTj](t)i£i+i-
j=i

Thus,

E [m?+1(X)|Ji]
= E[m*(x)|J^]+4+i [ [ (/(x)-m*(x))^+i(x,z)//(dx)/i(dz)jRd JRd

(by symmetry of Kt(•,•))
= E [m*(X)|Ji] + ++1E[(/(X) - m*t(X)) Kt+1(X, Xj+1)].

Therefore, taking expectation on both sides of the equality, and noting that
Emf (X) = E/(X), we see that

f Emî(X) = E/(X)
\ Em?+1(X) = Emî(X) + 5Î+1E[(/(X(+1)-m?(X))if(+1(X,Xi1+1)]

for t > 1. Next, let the sequence (f£(x.))t>i be defined by the itération

f /ÎW - /(x)
1 f*+ i(x) = /*(x) + £*+1 (/(x) - /f*(x)) üTt+i(x,Xj+1) for t > 1.

Clearly, /* (x) = /(x) for allt > 1, and

E/t*+1(X) = E/*(X) + ++1E[(/(X) - /(*(X))Kf+1(X,x;+1)].
Consequently, the sequences (Em^X))^! and (Ef*(X.))t>i satisfy the same
itération, and thus

E<(X)=E/*(X) = E/(X).
This proves (5.13).

Secondly, for (m), we set

ptW Kt(x, z)/i(dz).

For each i G {1,...,M}, each 1 < r < t, and ail x G Rd, we hâve, using the
properties of Kt(-, •) and Assumption 5(b),

wUx) <
Ç2L(0)

rhd
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Also, recalling that 77 is the positive constant of Lemma 5.1,

ew?,tW < ^r exP

„ C2L(0)
- ~7feTexp

t M

civ E
£=r+l^ i=l

t

-°iv E
•£=T+1

pi(x)
£

In the second inequality, we used Assumption 5(a). Hence, evoking condition
(5.12), we deduce that, for each i G {1,..., M} and r > 1, and for /r-almost
ail x G Md,

(5.14) EWt*r(x) —>• 0 as t —>• 00.

Since EW/r(x) < 1, this implies, by the Lebesgue dominated convergence
theorem, that EWtîr(X) —> 0 as well. Thus, putting ail the pièces together,
we conclude that

r M i

E

M 7

EE«w)2 <c2£(o)EEe^(x)^0
L i=1 T=1 -* Î= 1 T=1

by the condition thf —> 00 and the Toeplitz lemma (see, e.g., Problem A.5
in Gyôrfi et al., 2002).

To prove Stone’s condition (ii), it is enough to establish that for ail i G
ail a > 0, and /x-almost ail x G Md,

r t

E EW?»1IIW -x >a

T — 1

—> 0 as t —> 00.

To this aim, first observe that by condition (5.12), for /x-almost ail x, there
exists p(x) > 0 and a large enough time £o(x) such that, for ail t > to(x),
Pt(x) ^ p(x). Thus, using (5.14), we see that it is enough to show that, for
these x,

t

^ ^ ^t,T (X)^[||X5-—x||>û]
T=t0(x)

E 0.

But

E ^,r(X)l[||X*.-x||>a]
T=t0(x)

- V E1TZ (x) x E [Ar(x,X^)l[||Xi.-x|l>Q]]- 2s ext(x,x»t)
T=t0(x)
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and so,

E Wt,r(X)1[||X*.-x||>a]
r=i0(x)

<

h~dL{a/hr)
r=t0(x)

t

< E EH?,t(X)X
T=t0(x)

—)• 0,

p(x)

by the fact that ht dL(a/ht) —>• 0 and the Toeplitz lemma. This complétés
the proof of the proposition. □

The next step in the proof of Theorem 3.1 is to control the term Mt(x.)
of identity (5.8). To reach this goal, we first need a lemma. (In the sequel,
the letter C dénotés a generic constant whose value may change from line
to line.)

Lemma 5.3. Assume that Assumptions 1-5 are satisfied. Assume, in
addition, that \Y\ <j, that (5.11) is satisfied, and that

sup e\Ktfix., z) < 1, for ail i G {1,..., M}.
gx.z

Let p G (0,1) be the constant of Lemma 5.1. Then, for ail i G {1,..., M}
and ail t > 1,

sup |rj(x) -r£(x)| < CÇt,
xeMd

where C > 0 is a universal constant independent of i, and

t-1

«* = E
J—T

3j(r + l)hi+1'
Proof of Lemma 5.3. Observe to start with that, for alH G {1,..., M}

and ail t > 1,

(5.15) sup |H (Z*+1,r|(x))| < 27£(0)/ii-+d1.
xeRd

Here we used the fact that |T|, the |r|(x)|’s and |r*(x)| are bounded by
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7—see Lemma 5.2. Now, according to identity (5.2) and (5.4), we may write

M t-1 M

kî(x) -r*(x)| - & °) “ <ü) Yi + S S (*>T) _ $) ^
T—1j=1

t-1 M

Y' + ky(^r) ~ #1 N

i=i

M

<E I^M)
j=l ' ' ' T=1j=l

t-1 M

< (M.j.A)pt + A]T^pt~T|4|,
T—1 j=l

where A and p are the constants of Lemma 5.1. Thus,
t-i M

kt(x) -^?(x)| < (M.^f.A)pt + P^MreT^r+i H (zi+iAi(x))
r=i j=i

t-i i_r

< (M.7.A)p( + (21L(0).M.A.C2) E , Lv/d
T=1 VT + il/V+ l

(by inequality (5.15)).

As desired, we conclude that, for some constant C > 0 independent of i,

,t—Tt-1

sup |rj(x) — r* (x) | <
r=0

P

^ (r + !)/£., '

□

In accordance with our proof plan, the next proposition ensures that the
(random) sériés (Mt{x.))t>2 defined in (5.10) vanishes in a lu2 sense as t —» oo.

Proposition 5.2. Assume that the assumptions of Theorem 3.1 are sat-
isfied. Then, provided (thf)t>i is nondecreasing and Ylt>i pi2d < 00 > one
has

E / Af2(x)/i(dx) —y 0 as t —>• oo.
jRd

Proof of Proposition 5.2. Clearly, for ail i e {1,... ,M} and ail t >
1,

|tf(zt+i>rt(x)) ~H (zt+ort*(x))| < L(°)K+i SUP N(x) ~r?(x)| •
xeKd
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On the other hand, for ail x G and alH > 2,

Mt(x) < ^ Ar(x)
t M

< (L(0).C2) Y.iThir1 £ sup ^_!(x) - rî_!(x)
r=2 7 = 1

Thus, according to Lemma 5.3, we deduce that for sonie constant C > 0,

where
t-i i — t

By applying technical Lemma 5.4 at the end of the section, we conclude that
there exists a nonnegative universal constant C' such that supt x M*(x) < C'.
Therefore, invoking the Lebesgue dominated convergence theorem, we see
that it is enough to prove that, for /i-almost ail x G EM*(x) -> 0 as
t —> oo.

To this aim, let

and recall—by condition (5.12)—that for /r-almost ail x, there exists p(x) >
0 and a large enough time fo(x) such that, for ail t > to(x)> Pt(x) > p(x).
Using similar arguments as in the first part of the proof, we may write

Conséquently, for ^-almost ail x and ail t large enough (where the “large
enough” dépends upon x),

EM((x)<C ^ -U
t—2 raT

p(x)
exp -Cm 2^ —

£=to(x)

+
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The first term can be made arbitrarily small as t —> oo. To control the second
term, recall that

*
^ 1

-
-- ln t + 7 + o(l) as £ -A oo

i=1

(where 7 is the Euler-Mascheroni constant). Hence, for some positive con-
stants a and C (both depending upon x),

E
T=f0(x)-1

£t-1
rhi exp E p(x)

£=t+ 1

< c y-
~~

T

According to Lemma 5.4, the npper bound tends to zéro as t —> 00. □

We are now ready to finalize the proof of Theorem 3.1. For each i G
{1,..., M}, we write

E [ K(x) -^(x)|V(dx)
< 2E sup |rlt(x) — r*(x) 2 + 2E f |r*(x)-r(x)|7(dx)

xeMd _jRd

/ K(x) -r(x)|2//(dx)< C^2 + 2E

(by Lemma 5.3)

The first term on the right-hand side tends to zéro by technical Lemma 5.4.
To prove that the second one vanishes as well, just note that

E [ !r*(x) ~ r(x)|2 M(dx)jRd

Im^x) -r(x)|2/i(dx)< 2E + 2 f EM2(x)/r(dx)
JRd

and apply Proposition 5.1 and Proposition 5.2.

Lemma 5.4 (A technical lemma). Let p G (0,1) and let
t-1

& = E P,t — T

rja + iAr+i
, for ail t > 1.
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Ifthf —> oo, then Çt —> 0 as t —> oo. If, in addition, (thd)t> 1 is nondecreasing
and Jft>i d < oo, then

V- £t- 1 ^ j 1 \ ^ 1 n j.> —r-r- < oo and — > ——-, > 0 as t —> oo,j.-rhd fa / j Tpd
r>2 Tkr

for ail a > 0.

Proof OF Lemma 5.4. The first statement is an immédiate conséquence
of Toeplitz lemma. To prove the second point, fix t > 2 and note that

E£t—i _ 1 y-
T — 2 T — l—PpT *

r=2 rt ^ Ft (* + i)fc?r=2

t-2

£=0

1

'€+1

j; t—1
= y^ i v -i^a + i)K+U£^2 ehd(

1
t-2

< ]f0 (T + l)hi+1(T + 2)hdT+2 ^ P
l—T—l

P=T+2

< E1 — p T2h2d
< oo.

Similarly, the third statement follows by writing
1

_ 1 . rr-at . 1 _ t _ ~-a T 2 nr—1—P1 F ÇT_l
_ y y^ _r y^ p

rhd ta2^rhd2^ (£+l)hd+i
*~2

1 tOLpt
= -Eta ès F + i)hdr+1 E

<=t+2 ^
< ly (r + 2)
—

/a /

<

<

<“^(T + l)^+1(r + 2)/i?
1 i-; (r + 2)“

T—0

t-2

E
T=0

t-1

t—r—1

E
r+2 fc=1

t—r—1

/c + T + 1 \ i,

~VTJ~ ^ p

*“^„(r + l)P+1(r + 2)^+2 fc=l

COi(r + 1)“

E &V

Eta r2h2d

for some positive constant C. Now, fix e > 0 and choose To large enough so
that

V 1
r2h2d ~ £

t>T0 t
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Then, for ail t large enough,

T— 1

a.

The conclusion follows by letting t grow to infinity. □
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